
BOXLIGHT's's New CP-13t and CP-33t Projectors Offer Heavyweight Features in a Bantamweight Class 
 

New Compact, Extra Bright Projectors With PCMCIA Storage Slots Pack a Powerful Punch in the Conference Room or 
Auditorium  

Poulsbo, Washington. - There are two bright new stars in the mobile presentation arena: BOXLIGHT's mighty little 
CP-13t and CP-33t polysilicon projectors.  
 
Packing a whopping 1200 ANSI lumens yet tipping the scales at a svelte 8.8 lbs., this dynamic duo is a real knock 
out in the realm of compact projectors. Other challengers weighing under 9 lbs. offer a meager 700-1000 lumens 
and lack many of the convenient "extras" that are standard on the CP-13t and CP-33t units.  
 
Outstanding image quality literally radiates from these bright and versatile LCD projectors. The SVGA model, the 
CP-13t, with true 800 x 600 SVGA (compressed 1024 x 768 XGA) resolution, and the XGA model, the CP-33t, with 
true 1024 x 768 XGA (compressed 1280 x 1024 SXGA) resolution, provide crystal clear, vibrant and colorful images 
that just might put audience members on the edge of their seats.  
 
Built-in PCMCIA card slots in each projector assure speakers that "the show will go on" even if their laptop crashes. 
Presentations can be pre-loaded onto a PCMCIA card that can be slipped into the projector in the event of technical 
difficulties.  
 
Power zoom/focus features let presenters conquer variable room conditions with ease. The built-in remote laser 
pointer with digital zoom imaging allows speakers to highlight specific details in a presentation and digitally 
enhance areas of the screen with the touch of a button.  
 
In addition, the convenient digital keystone adjustment feature on the remote allows speakers to create a square 
image on the screen in virtually any environment.  
 
Ounce-per-ounce, BOXLIGHT's new 8.8 lb. CP-13t and CP-33t projectors are no lightweights when it comes to 
performance. With the sheer muscle of 1200 ANSI lumens, high quality SVGA and XGA imagery and an abundance 
of convenient features, these compact powerhouses are sure to be major contenders from conference rooms to 
auditoriums.  
 
BOXLIGHT sells display and projection technology under it's own brand of BOXLIGHT Certified™ equipment, as well 
as the most innovative, refined products from manufacturers such as InFocus, Sony, Hitachi and Epson.  
 
The company also offers professional services to enhance every aspect of presentations from content development 
to the finishing touches. BOXLIGHT's Creative Services division can assist presenters in polishing existing 
presentations, animate company logos and develop full-blown professional presentations from scratch. The 
company's training division, BOXLIGHT Academy, offers instruction in subjects such as making PowerPoint® 
presentations and enlivening technical speaking engagements.  
 
All products and services are available on-line at www.boxlight.com.  
 
Additional press materials, including downloadable spec sheets and full-color photography, are also available. 


